CALL FOR BOOK REVIEW EDITOR

The Journal of the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies (JCACS) is currently inviting applications for the position of Book Review Editor. The position begins in January 2015. The call for applications will remain open until July 1, 2014.

JCACS is an online, open-access journal, published bi-annually, that was founded by the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies membership in 2003. JCACS publishes articles in both French and English that address curriculum issues of interest to Canada and Canadians, and an international readership. As the one domain of educational discourse that originated from and is particular to education, curriculum studies is here understood broadly—not simply as a consideration of mandated programs of study, but as a theorization of those complex structures within which teaching and learning occur.

The role of the Book Review Editor is to solicit reviews on contemporary texts in the field of Curriculum Studies. The out-going Book Review Editor, Dr. Sara Matthews, leaves the journal with a stable and efficient infrastructure and review process (using the OJS platform) for book reviews, including dedicated Editorial Review board and an active list of readers and reviewers drawn from the CACS membership and beyond. The journal’s Co-Editors, Drs. Theodore Christou and Christopher DeLuca are committed to growing the journal’s readership and scope, with a commitment to curating open and inclusive
curriculum conversations that relate to the Canadian landscape and beyond.

Those interested in applying for the position should submit a current curriculum vitae and a brief statement highlighting any previous editorial experience and on-going scholarly interest in the field of curriculum studies. Applications should be sent to jcacs@queensu.ca. The editors encourage applicants to familiarize themselves with the journal’s scope and history. Current and past issues are available on the JCACS website: http://pi.library.yorku.ca/ojs/index.php/jcacs.

This position will commence January 1st, 2015. Applications are due July 1st, 2014.

Questions and applications for the position can be submitted to: jcacs@queensu.ca